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Democracy (Greek: δημοκρατία, démokratía, literally "rule by people") is a system of government where the citizens exercise power by voting. In a direct democracy, the citizens as a whole form a governing body and vote directly on each issue. In a representative democracy the citizens elect representatives from among themselves. These representatives meet to form a governing body ...

Democracy - Wikipedia

Deliberative democracy or discursive democracy is a form of democracy in which deliberation is central to decision-making. It adopts elements of both consensus decision-making and majority rule. Deliberative democracy differs from traditional democratic theory in that authentic deliberation, not mere voting, is the primary source of legitimacy for the law.
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American Democracy Conference - Center for Politics

Get Involved. Democracy Now! is helping to build a truly public media, while producing consistent, quality journalism. Democracy Now! cannot survive and grow without your participation. Now, more ...

Get Involved | Democracy Now!

Past Event The new dynamics of global energy and climate: A conversation with Sustainable Energy for All CEO Rachel Kyte

Global Governance & Politics - Brookings Institution

Have you ever wanted to be president? or prime-minister? Convinced you could do a better job of running the country? Let's face it, you could hardly do a worse job than our current political leaders. Crime, Unemployment, National Debt, Terrorism, Climate Change...

Democracy 3 on Steam

In this post, Aili Mari Tripp looks at the presence of women in African politics. She asks how we can explain recent shifts across the continent, and what a focus on Africa adds to our broader understanding of women in politics.

Women and Politics in Africa Today | Democracy in Africa

Socialism and democracy cannot be compared because it would just be like comparing apples to oranges since socialism is an economic system while democracy is a political ideology. An economic system defines the manner of producing and distributing the goods and services of society while a political ...

Difference Between Socialism and Democracy | Difference ...

Through ages, politics has had its own charm. And thus, consequently, has managed to draw people from all walks of life - sports, cinema and business - into its fold. Politics in India, too, has had a similar trajectory with bureaucrats, industrialists, sportspersons and activists participating.

Urmila Matondkar says had offers from BJP too; joined ...

Government & Politics Kansas Legislature OKs law to stop repeat of Leavenworth judge child ‘aggressor’ case A Kansas judge reduced a 67-year-old man’s prison sentence because he believed the ...

Government & Politics News | The Kansas City Star

Politics by Aristotle, part of the Internet Classics Archive. Commentary: Quite a few comments have been posted about Politics. Download: A text-only version is available for download.
The Internet Classics Archive | Politics by Aristotle
Borderless governance.

Democracy Earth - Borderless governance.
Hi there, You turn to Democracy Now! for ad-free news you can trust. Maybe you come for our daily headlines. Maybe you come for in-depth stories that expose government and corporate abuses of power.

Democracy Now! | Democracy Now!
Introduction. All over the world today most people mistrust most politicians. Political scandals, conspiracies and corruption occur daily in every country and in every political party, hence most politicians are mistrusted even by their supporters.

Politics Without Politicians - English
The relationship of politics and the arts is changing rapidly. Look at the role of artists in protests like Occupy Wall Street or the Arab Spring, or more recently in the Brexit debate: Artists more and more often decide to actively interfere into the realm of politics — for example as contributors to the aesthetics of political protest movements and campaigns, as commentators or as ...

Start - European Democracy Lab
ARMY chief General Apirat Kongsompong’s provocative comments against foreign-educated politicians with leftist leanings and activists is a threat to democracy and could lead to social unrest ...

Army chief’s comments a threat to democracy: scholars
Our democracy should work for everyone, not just those who can afford a seat at the table. Australian politics needs a major shake-up. For too long, our parliament has played out behind closed mahogany doors, shutting out communities and making decisions about people, without their involvement.

Clean up politics | The Australian Greens
Addressing various aspects of democracy in political science. Actuarial science. The discipline that applies mathematics, statistics and probability theory to assess risk in human affairs such as insurance, issuing finance, and in some cases sentencing in criminal justice. E.g. health insurance companies on average charge women higher rates than men because statistics show women seek medical ...

Glossary of Political Terms - Democracy
This page is a great starting place for learning about UK Politics. It covers the basic concepts, a couple of useful definitions, gives an overview of UK Politics, and explains a number of key features of our special political system.
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